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NANO SOMA Testimonials from the United States 
 

NOTE: NANO SOMA® is a brand name for the widely patented Metadichol®, a 
nanoemulsion of policosanol. The following are user testimonials. Neither MagicDichol 
LLC nor any other individuals or incorporated entities who are in any way involved with 
selling or marketing Metadichol in any form make any claims about Metadichol or NANO 
SOMA on the basis of these testimonials, beyond the claims made on the website at 
https://nanosoma-usofa.com/ or the online store at www.magicdichol-usa.com. None of 
us are medical doctors. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent 
any disease. 
The following testimonials are from US users of NANO SOMA. 
 

 
 
My name is Howard Wolin. I am currently 79 years of age. I started out as a medical 
doctor. The training I had was as an intern and resident. The resident was in psychiatry in 
Chicago at what was then an incredible psychoanalytic training center and the guy who 
ran it was trained by Freud. In those days that was psychoanalytic psychotherapy - we 
actually talked to people and helped them deal with their stuff and then I went into 
practice at age 30 and started working with people in and out of the hospital – 
adolescents, geriatric patients with all sorts of psychiatric illnesses - psychosis, 
depressions, and then at the age of 36 I started, while I was practicing, a psychoanalytic 
training program concomitant with my practice and became a psychoanalyst at the age of 
40 or 41. That involved seeing patients on the couch for about five days/week. That went 
on till I was about 50 but in my mid-40s - and actually in my 30s - I started a healing path, 
which started on the outside and got more and more deep, with seminars and experience-
based learning from colleagues who were very much smarter than me.  
At the age of 50, I started a holistic practice. I shifted out of the psychoanalytic work into 
holistic practice; just functional medicine, functional bloodwork, kinesiology for testing for 
supplements. At that point, also, I started working spiritually; first with one colleague and 
then in the last 20-25 years with a native American tribe who have 3 or 4 reservations 
here in the States and a presence in Tibet, and I did the holistic work until 2012, retired, 
and then I'm still doing the spiritual work and working with friends and people close to 
me to use the kinesiology to help heal physical stuff with supplementation.  
When I test anything and likewise when I test a supplement for a patient, or when I test 
whether somebody should marry someone or whether they should get a job or whether 
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they should hire someone, the baseline test is 100%. Right? 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 
90, 100%. Or if I test a supplement, if anything tests lower than 70%, I don't want to use it. 
If I test a food, a coffee, anything else, I hold it against my body in a certain way that we 
test, and if it doesn't test well, we don't do it.  
So, when I tested Metadichol in the ways that I can test it, it literally tested – and I have 
confirmed this with colleagues who are at it as long as I - it tested a trillion percent 
positive, which is really pretty phenomenal. At times it’s tested higher in different venues. 
I have no doubt about the quality and the frequency of this is so, so high that, whatever 
it’s doing, whether it’s Raghu’s explanation about the Godfather, or it’s mine or anyone 
else's, it really has an incredibly high frequency.  
Here’s what I’m finding - using years of kinesiology experience and Metadichol as a filter 
or door opener, I’m finding that it unlocks/makes visible to the body’s consciousness 
deeply hidden chemicals – pesticides, ie Kepone and heavy metals hidden in and 
compromising the functioning of mitochondrial DNA - of glands, organs, neuronal tissue - 
ie thyroid, alveoli, bronchioles, spleen, renal tubules, liver, small intestine - it opens the 
door for the body mind to recognize the toxins - and once recognized - ie not hidden, the 
body dumps/detoxes it, thus allowing mitochondria to function more effectively with full 
energetic expression. 
But I have seen over 30 or 40 years and have done what I can to get rid of a whole host of 
polio viruses that were grown in chimpanzees.  What I’m about to say to you is, since I’ve 
been using Metadichol, they have in the last month to 2 months, they have gone from the 
RNA protein or the DNA protein or mutated – those are the 3 forms – into now dead 
viruses. And it’s not just that, it’s old mutated stuff - Hemolytic B, it’s smallpox, it’s 
varicella first starting out live, then mutated, then dead, so it does do that.  
It’s not the Godfather that tells the cells to shape up their asses; the cells have an 
enormous consciousness. I think what it does is it shines the light on all the shit.  And I'm 
finding it's not just viral or bacterial, it’s every single toxin, including radioactive Strontium 
90, which I got a huge dose of as a kid in New York and it's including all sorts of heavy 
metals and it’s including all sorts of pesticides. I think what it does is it shines the light, 
opens the door to the cell seeing them, and then the cell knows already because they’re 
all conscious, to get rid of it and sweep it out. That’s my take. I could be wrong but that's 
my take on it. It makes the crap visible. 
Let me give you one example. I have a massive menu but the menu has histological points, 
Gamma 2 which are called neurological points and all sorts of other body points. Over 
many years but especially over the last few months there’s been a huge amount of stuff 
clearing out of my liver as other places clear; and I'm working two days ago and suddenly 
the word sinusoid comes up. What it is, it’s not even a capillary. It’s tinier than a capillary 
and it's in the liver, it’s in the adrenals, it’s in the bone marrow and all sorts of sinusoids 
start showing up. But, importantly, all sorts of toxic crap of the same sort that I’ve found 
shows up there, and the way I do it is, when it's recognized by me, through the menu, I 
write it down on a paper, I hold the paper with the writing facing out, I tap the body and 
the body is going to start dumping it like crazy. How do I know that? I know it but I have 
an incredible physical therapist who, when I'm working and she works she’ll see all sorts 
of either toxins or infections pouring out.  
But here's the other interesting piece. The body hides things so that it can seal it around 
and protect it until it's ready to let it go. And if it lets it go in one place, it lets it go in other 
places. So, Strontium 90 now is coming out from all over.  
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But the interesting and fascinating thing about Metadichol – Raghu speaks about five 
sprays and I don’t doubt the science of his genius, but I have variously tested anywhere 
from five sprays once/day when I started; now I’m at a point where I can be testing at 
times 50 sprays five times/day and now 75 once/day; yesterday and the day before, 65 
twice/day, and I trust my testing and something is going on where the body is saying 
that's what I need to get rid of whatever this shit is. So, I’m putting this out there, not to 
dispute him but to suggest to you is that it really could be a lot different, depending on 
the day, the moment and what’s being dealt with. Now, this could just be my vehicle that 
needs, whatever it needs to do what it does.  
And I said this to you when I met you; I've been at this with supplements, and this is the 
best thing that will fix anything in the world. All the supplements I’ve taken are target 
specific, and there’s a company called SpectraCell that I use for the consult for over 30 
years, least amount of supplements with the most effect; you can't easily, palpably see 
what a supplement does. You can’t say, “Oh, my God, it’s like the movie “Paul” - he 
touches her in the eye and her eye heals instantly.”  
And most people, when they have this; I can see it in a way that other people really can’t 
see it. I can see what it's doing, I can see what’s happened to my energy, my runs are 
better, I’m calmer in many ways. I mean there’s a lot of things that it does. I can see what 
it does inside in terms of helping stuff, clearing stuff out. Mostly it's my intent but this is 
the helper. 
Beyond amazing - after years of bullshit, this is something beyond real. 
Howard     March, 2020 
 
Here is my testimonial: (Sorry this is so long)  
I started NANO SOMA with the 5 sprays, 4 times a day for a week, because I felt I have 
many issues that might be improved.  Then I did the 5 sprays 2x a day to finish another 
bottle in 2 weeks.  
I have needed knee replacement for 7 years now in both knees.  Lots of pain.  I was still 
able to do gentle cardio through at least 5 of the years and it helped with inflammation.  I 
don't believe in putting metals into my body, so I just dealt with the pain for that time 
instead of surgery.  After roughly 5 years I decided to try stem cell injections.  These were 
expensive.  Throughout the last two years, I put $2000 worth of stem cells in my knees 
every six months and did it three times (At $1000 per knee).  Each time I waited for at 
least 5 months to see if the knees improved.  They did not. I am certainly not rich but was 
hoping to avoid surgery.  I kept thinking that the next dose would be the one that worked 
since my knees were so damaged from waiting so long.  $6000 wasted.  I know stem cells 
work for some people but for me it didn't work at all.  I do trust my alternative health 
practitioner, so I know she knows what she is doing.  I just don't know why my body didn't 
respond.  
After all this I cried and cried and didn't know what to do. I was so hopeful for this 
procedure.  I was ready to give up and have knee replacement, but I still kept putting it 
off.  There came a time in the last year that I could no longer do cardio due to the pain 
level getting worse.  That raised many other problems that come without exercise.  My 
practitioner said that my circulation had become very bad from inactivity among 
other things.  I was now a couch potato, and I am one that loves to exercise and stay fit.  
Anyway, immediately after I finished the intensive NANO SOMA treatment, I noticed that 
the pain has gone down substantially and mostly remains there with a few bad days 
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occasionally. I would say from a constant pain level of 10 as high pain, I am now most 
regularly at 3 and a half to a 4.  That's how fast my pain level went down.  I am so 
happy!  It seems to me that the NANO SOMA kick started my knees to begin healing.  I 
don't think it was just a coincidence that my knees feel like they are beginning to heal 
now that I am using NANO SOMA.  It has now been 5 weeks and I feel like my knees are 
slowly but surely healing. This is the best they have felt in years. They are still weak 
from non-use for 7 years, but I know that as I continue this treatment, I will gain my 
strength back as well.   I feel fully confident that I won't have to have surgery.  I almost 
feel that in another 4 to 6 weeks, my pain level could very well be gone, or down to a 2 or 
1.  I will do an update again at that time.  
Now, I have to say that I also had purchased a Bemer (pulsed electromagnetic field) 
machine 5 months ago and was seeing small changes with daily use.  It would take the 
swelling and inflammation down with everyday use and I was able to do a bit more 
around the house. The Bemer rep had said that many people did not have to have knee 
surgery with continued use.  She did say it would be slow.  I think that my knees may very 
well have healed if I had kept diligently using the Bemer but the healing was painfully 
slow.  I was indeed seeing small improvements though.  So now I still use both the Bemer 
and NANO SOMA.  Once I finished the two bottles of NANO SOMA is when I saw the 
healing begin to speed up.  
On another subject, I have been struggling with insomnia for the last year or so. Of course, 
then I was tired all day long.   I have been seeing some improvements in that respect 
also.  Not perfect yet but getting there. Some better sleep and also some bursts of energy 
during the day.  
As I said, I will do another update in a couple of months or so and let you know what 
improvements I see further down the road.  
Thank you so much for the NANO SOMA.  I feel like I am getting my life back! 
Rosemary Beare. USA. 3 August, 2021 
 
I began taking NANO SOMA in utter desperation 5 weeks ago. I have improved in 
numerous ways that have raised my quality of life in body, soul and spirit. I credit NANO 
SOMA with turning around the death spiral I was on. I even went out and paid for a grave 
site. The money I was planning to spend on a burial plan I spent on my first order of NANO 
SOMA.  
My gratitude is deep and vast to for Dr Raghu and Dr Richard Presser. Also, to Tank and 
UNN for being the first to tell me about this in their reports. 
KT Wilson USA. July 2021. 
 
Hi Richard,  
I’m in USA. I’ve been taking NANO SOMA since yesterday. I’ve been on a parasite cleanse 
for months. This morning I passed a large group of what the Functional Medicine Doctor 
said were liver flukes and that this is huge! Then I was also suffering from haemorrhoids 
for days. It was so bad that in middle of the night last night, I got up and did all the home 
remedies I knew of that had been helping a little, but actually not healing the problem. I 
had the idea to spray the area with NANO SOMA, and after going back to sleep a few 
hours, it was like I never had haemorrhoids! The stuff is quite miraculous! I’m 78 and you 
are supposed to heal slower at best - which makes it even more truly amazing!  
Thank you so much!  
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Blessings,   
Lesta Frank 13 July, 2021 
 
Dear Richard,  
I definitely notice a higher vibrational level, happier, less worry, less impatience, more 
grateful. I am more embodied. I’m doing kinesiology testing for even less thyroid 
medication needed since yesterday. I will get a more experienced Kinesiology person to 
test for this. If I’m right, blood tests cannot keep up with this! No more haemorrhoids 
either.  
I’m astonished!!!!!  Thank you SOOOO much!!!   
Lesta Frank. 17 July, 2021. 
 
Dear Richard , 
I went to the Kineseologist/ Chiropractor and she tested the same as I did, that now I only 
need 1/2 the amount of thyroid medication I have been taking for a long time. At this 
rate, blood tests cannot keep up with these changes. 
She said before, when I tried to get off thyroid meds, that she thought it was not worth 
pursuing. I still needed it, despite what another Naturopath was trying to replace it with 
which didn’t work. 
We both tested that I no longer need about 6 expensive supplements I had been taking. 
Now she wants to try NANO SOMA. You are welcome to use my testimonial. Thank you so 
much for all. 
Best, Lesta Frank. 21 July 2021. 
 
Hello Dr Presser, 
Thank you for your last 2 emails and info on the NANO SOMA being back in stock... I 
meant to respond to you sooner and got focused in other directions.  I love the product 
and am sparingly nursing my last bottle as there is not much left.  I have some money 
together now to order 3 more bottles!  I would like to report that an enlargement of the 
right lobe of my thyroid (Goitre) has shrunk significantly, and soon, I expect it will be 

completely gone      
I always enjoy your presence on Jeffrey Daugherty's show, and I look forward to getting 
the DPE 100!!!  Thank you for bringing us this great product. 
Sincerely, 
Corinne Shea, VA, USA.  21 July 2021 
 
Hello Richard,  
As promised, I wanted to update you some more on NANO SOMA, as I mentioned that I 
was going to wait for a few more days to see what else it would do for me. Well, 
yesterday was day 14 since I started using NANO SOMA. The entire bottle is finished, and I 
am really excited to give you more feedback!   
Since July 2020, I was dealing with allergy issues due to dust mites. My allergies were 
seriously acting up, so I was not able to eat and drink as often as I should since the 
beginning of the year. Currently, I do not take any form of medication. The 
puffers/inhalers my doctor prescribed in October 2020 were not helpful after using them 
for a short while. My energy was low, but I got some relief from other forms of natural 
remedies that I took.  
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I also had to lie down often due to weakness in my body and pains in my joints. Then, in 
the early part of May 2021, a friend and mentor of mine mentioned NANO SOMA and 
what it did and is doing for others he recommended it to. Now, after taking NANO SOMA, 
my joints are less painful and more flexible. I am taking longer walks and my appetite 
increased. I also noticed that I did not get a lot of menstrual pains during this month's 
cycle. This is the very first time I experienced such tremendous relief, as I have always 
suffered from serious discomfort, cramps and heavy pains during those delicate times. 
This is a miracle for me!!! I am very, very happy!!!   
Also, one of my older sons experienced mental clarity and focus. The other one 
experienced cognitive improvement, alertness, mental clarity, more energy, and an 
increase in his appetite. My youngest son, whom I gave 2 sprays per day, experienced 
mental clarity as well. Isn't that awesome?  
I am fully on board and have already fallen in love with NANO SOMA!  God bless you and 
Raghu always and forever for doing such great work! I am grateful!!  
Regards,  
Sandria Gillespie. 20 July 2021. 
 
NANO SOMA results for me Day 7. 
- I have had to limit my activities due to my back which I mentioned to you previously. I 
really couldn’t walk more than half a block without sitting down. In the last 3 days I have 
walk distances of 15 blocks! 
- I enjoyed taking 30% less pain medicine. 
- I hadn’t slept more than 2 to 4 hours at a time for just about 2 years, and in the last 2 
days I have slept 7 hrs and 7.5 hrs.  
- I have a far clearer mind consistently. 
- I have double the energy throughout the day without a low point in mid-afternoon 
which was customary for me… I would grind through it.  I haven’t had that for 3 days now. 
- My dog continues to do extremely well.  
- After a time, I will have a biopsy done again to determine whether my lichen plans and 
lichen sclerosis will be gone.  
Thanks, 
Anahata Graceland, USA. 17 July 2021.  
 
Hi Richard,   
Thank you so much for bringing NANO SOMA to the world.  I work as an FNTP (functional 
nutritional therapy practitioner) and I use food and nutrients to help people return to 
wellness.  I take good care of myself,  but have had difficulty nailing down the 
inflammatory cause of my hypothyroidism (in spite of removing the foods to which I'm 
sensitive.)  I've taken NANO SOMA for a month, and now have no external markers for 
hypothyroidism. (Pre-tibial oedema is a good test point.  None now!)     
NANO SOMA seems to work for acute reactions to food sensitivities....Last night, I had 
Pad Thai for dinner from a local restaurant.  A half hour after dinner, my tongue was 
swollen, and sore.  "Uggg," I thought, "food sensitivity!"  I sprayed five sprays of NANO 
SOMA to the back of my throat, and five more directly on my tongue....I held it in my 
mouth and didn't swallow for about a minute.  Very shortly thereafter, my tongue 
stopped aching and the swelling went away. This morning, I had no symptoms at all.   
Wow.  
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Additionally, I noticed that my dream sleep returned almost immediately when I started 
taking NANO SOMA! I've told soooo many friends and clients about this!  Thank you so 
much for what you do.   
Sincerely,    
Antoinette Caruso. 17 July 2021. 
 
Hi everyone, 
I want to share my experience with NANO SOMA. 
I have been taking this for a month now, and for me it has been a painful process. I was 
born with what the doctors call Eczema, and have been on prescription Cortisol Cream 
since a child (I am 35 now). I have also been overprescribed antibiotics, and due to a 
lowered immune system, I have been very susceptible to viral infections. 
Since taking NANO SOMA, it has brought forward viruses that I had no idea that I had, the 
worst of which presented on my face. This was extremely painful whilst the virus was 
being eradicated by the NANO SOMA. However, once it comes out it is gone forever. 
I just want to warn that unless you are in great health and have been all your life, it is 
highly likely that you will have a transition period where there will be some pain as the 
damaged cells are identified and pushed to the surface to be shed.  
That being said, for me this is invaluable! A cure for everything! It is worth the pain.  
This is a picture of my face while the virus was being shed and healing. 
Jen. July 15, 2021. 

 
 
I am writing to tell you about one big thing NANO SOMA has done for me. I have Diabetes 
2 and 3 months ago my A-1C blood test was up to 6.4. I have had it even higher than that 
in the past. After taking NANO SOMA for just one month (I also did the accelerated 
protocol that you do if you have an affliction). My A-1C blood test I had taken 2 days ago, 
3 months later than the last test was down to 6.0, which shows my body is healing from 
the Diabetes!  I have also eaten a lot more sweets during the last 3 months because I have 
an insane sweet tooth, and having the A-1C going back down to 6.0 is really amazing! 
Normally it would have risen higher because of the amount of sweets I have eaten! 
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(blame the sour gummy bears, lol!) Also my Blepharitis has pretty well disappeared (a 
fungal infection of the eyelids)!   
Ilse Barros 25 June, 2021. 
 
In February of this year, I shattered my tibia and fibula bones while snow skiing. During 
the first surgery, they fitted me with an external fixation device to stabilize my leg. A 
month later, I had a second surgery to remove the external fixation and place the 
immobilization metal into the bone.  
Six months before my accident, I sprayed NANO SOMA internally twice per day - then 
post-surgery, I began topical application directly to the injury site and post-hole infections 
as well. 
To my amazement, all infections were resolved entirely within weeks, plus the need for 
pain medications was significantly decreased. I experienced zero withdrawal symptoms 
coming off the pharmaceutical drugs, and all of my muscle flexibility and scars healed 
quickly. I can also attribute a substantially better mood and a hopeful outlook that I know 
would not have been present without NANO SOMA during this time. At my final doctor 
visit, he stated that I was "weeks ahead of schedule." 
I now enjoy mountain biking with no pain and notice only a slight loss of cardiovascular 
capacity, despite being sedentary for four months! My experience with NANO SOMA as an 
alternative medical practitioner has proven the importance and vital necessity of this 
product needed on the planet today. 
Gratefully yours,  
Glenn Streeter. 25 June 2021 
 
Richard, 
This is an update on my NANO SOMA use for the past months. I have had a Johnson and 
Johnson shot adverse reaction 5 days post injection, with a full body rash that sent me to 
the ER /hospital for two days, with the only conclusion that it was the shot. I had put 
Nano Soma directly onto the shot site and 5 squirts right after getting the shot. I do 
believe it stopped the reaction from being worse (somewhat itchy all over). I did report it 
to the Federal VAERS because I don't believe that the hospital would report it. 
My asthma is still reduced as reported previously, although I do get some symptoms at 
times (I live with a smoker). Applying NANO SOMA to some skin tags cleared them up 
right away, although some other ones popped up that I am now treating with direct 
sprays.  
My dog is doing well with her peripheral neuropathy and is able to walk longer distances 
now. All four legs are stronger, and she is happier and more playful. She continues to get 5 
sprays a day on her food of Nano Soma and will continue. I highly recommend this for 
animals for all kinds of problems. I am starting the other older (10 y.o.) Rottweiler on it for 
his arthritis. 
Lynn (Buffalo, NY). June 25, 2021 

WOUND HEALING – NANO SOMA 

On January 4th my 94-year-old mother was admitted to hospital with a gash in 
her leg that went from her knee to her ankle. It was a horrendous wound and she was 
flown to Adelaide for major surgery and skin grafts. Once home again the wound that had 
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the grafts healed reasonably well for someone of her age however, the area on her thigh 
where the grafts were taken remained slow to heal. In fact, four months later the wound 
had not healed at all. As she was in care the wound had been kept bandaged so I was not 
able to see it. Not being able to enter the facility due to the COVID restrictions had 
hindered me from keeping track of her progress.  

On May 2nd I brought her home from the Nursing Home and decided to check out under 
the bandage.  This is what I discovered. I was horrified! There was pus oozing from the 
wound and my first thoughts were "gangrene!"  

 I 
immediately reached for the NANO SOMA and sprayed 3-4 sprays directly on the wound 
and rebandaged it before returning her to the Nursing Home. I had been attending daily 
and spraying 5 sprays of NANO SOMA in her mouth for the previous 6 days. I made a plan 
to speak with the Dr urgently and work out what could be done for her wound. Today I 
brought her home again and removed the bandage and could not believe my eyes.  

Just 48 hours later with nothing other than 3-4 sprays on NANO SOMA and reapplying the 
bandage, this is what I discovered. Truly incredible change. Bear in mind it is now four 
months since she had the surgery with no sign of healing. 

May 3rd, 2021 - 48 hours later 
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May 11th - 9 days later 

 

May 13th - 12 days later - After four months of not even looking like healing! 

Not to mention how painful it was! 
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As the wound is from skin grafts the scarring may stay - however what we have 
experienced so far with the NANO SOMA one can not be sure if the scarring will remain!  

Something else of interest is that she has had two really nasty falls in the past week. 
Normally she would be "black and blue" with bruises from a fall. However, this time 
practically no bruising! Can you believe that? I almost cannot! She has one dark bruise on 
her shin area that is all!  

Heather Wardale 13 May, 2021 

Dear Richard,  

I just finished my 4th bottle of NANO SOMA! I must say that I felt it working the very first 
spray! I have more energy, I feel healthy inside and out! I need to order more, but have to 
wait until payday! I gave a bottle to my friend and she loves it! I can tell when I don't use 
NANO SOMA! I don't feel as good! As soon as I get paid, I will be ordering more! NANO 
SOMA is a great product. 

Kind Regards, Sonda Reed June 17, 2021  

Dear Richard, Peace and love be to you . 
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I have used NANO SOMA in my eyes and ears with eye dropper. My eyes are better with 
no redness and in my ears there is no more pain. I still have hearing loss. My blood 
pressure is very good. I walk every day or bicycle, I keep active. Thanks to NANO SOMA 
and Richard Presser. 

Alvin  Schultz June 13, 2021 

Thank you again Dr Raghavan...I’m healing in record time. I’m seriously off my sinus meds, 
allergy meds, my inhaler, my blood pressure meds, my water pills for oedema, and my 
anti-inflammatory pills. I’ve cut my migraine and thyroid medicine by half, and I’ve had to 
cut my insulin in half because it was taking my blood sugars too low. It healed my face 
mask blisters, earache, I’ve lost 10 pounds, and I’m taking less pain meds.  
Testimonial from Tina Wilkes, June 2021. 

Nano Puppy Miracle 

After exposure to covid vaccinated person this lesion/ pustule appears. It got worse over 
next two days with dark black blood bruising under skin around blister and dark red blood 
inside raised portion, then full body tremors began lasting about two days.  
After a week of spraying, nano tremors disappeared, lesion fully healed and today no 
evidence of illness.  Entire underbelly looks completely normal and behavior and motor 
skills normal for 6 wk old puppy.   

Kate Aiello 21 May 2021 
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Dr. Presser, 
I wanted to share with you: I had a litter of puppies born 4-3-21 and one was born 
hypoglycaemic - blood red paws, face etc. 
Instead of using high fructose corn syrup to bring the glucose levels up, I felt called upon 
to administer NANO SOMA to the newborn. I asked Spirit how much and it guided me to 
.075 mL- basically a teeny drop. I put it on the puppy’s lips and watched in awe and 
reverence as, before my very eyes, the pigment began to fill in the blood red places. 
The puppy is developing normally with proper weight gain, nursing beautifully and seems 
content. He looks just like his 9 siblings now, 6 days later. 

 
Before and after NANO SOMA 
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NANO SOMA came into my life at the exact perfect moment such that my own healing 
was elevated to a level where I could hear the Ancients’ whispers for this little creature to 
also have access to a life of wholeness and health. 
How glorious when we allow this ‘Magic’ to work through us. 
Kate  Aiello  April 2021 
 
I received mine yesterday. My spray chamber did not work. I had a syringe bcuz I’m an 
insulin dependent diabetic since 6y/o... I’m a half a century... My sugars have been o/o 
control forever...my A1c is 12 (normal is 6-8)...  I lost my leg due to slow healing... 
My blood sugar was 545 (very high) last night. I used the syringe to aspirate 1ml (equals 5 
sprays) of the NANO SOMA... put it under my tongue (quickest way to get into body) and 
slept. This morning I checked my sugar. It was 99. (Normal range: 80-120). I feel great. I 
will keep track of my blood sugars to make sure I'm on right track.  
I've been trusting Creator God for healing for at least half my life. This is the door God 
opened for me. I'm walking through it.  
This is my testimony so far. 
June Glover, May 2021 
 
Dear Richard, 
My writing to you today is a testimonial to the truly amazing results that NANO SOMA 
produces. I am not going to repeat what others have said about it. 
I shared with you and Raghu my test data from my body scan and it shows amazing health 
improvements. What it cannot show is the other changes occurring to the human body. 
As you are aware from a past letter to you, I suffered a lifelong idiopathic scoliosis to my 
lumbar spine. The curve was at 40 degrees in the lumbar region. For those who don’t 
know of the disease, it can be debilitating, putting it mildly. 
One of the conditions for the cause is a muscular imbalance in either lower region of the 
back and buttocks. The brain cannot send signals for the muscles to grow and stabilize the 
cavity. In my situation, from childhood I suffered from the get go. I will leave out the 
details. 
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You have the full story. 
Last year, I used my VPN to research childhood scoliosis and muscular disease and I found 
out from CDC reports released outside the US that the POLIO VIRUS was induced in the 
vaccine! It is not a natural disease. So, many children were vaccinated and many got sick 
or died as a result of the jab. 
Then I pieced it all together. I suffered a mild form of POLIO - not enough to incapacitate 
me, but enough to cause me much suffering. 
My right-side muscle systems were deformed and underdeveloped; so, as I grew older the 
condition accelerated. 
As a result of my decision to follow my spiritual path and study REIKI and QUANTUM 
TOUCH, I began to understand and keep myself active as much as possible. 
Last summer, after 6 months with NANO SOMA, I began to lose weight and become fitter. 
At 70 years young, I had knee issues and with Richard’s help, those conditions were cured. 
In September, I was fit enough, so we decided to sell our big home and downsize. In 
November, we moved into a beach house rented for the winter on the ocean in upper 
New England. Living on the ocean, it allows me to enjoy the real world with no demands.  
In January 2021, I began to notice my lower muscles on my right side are growing to a 
normal size, and my balance is normal and I have no back pain. 
I can now flex my lower muscles independently, which was impossible before. NANO 
SOMA is flushing out all the damage done over many years. 
Mind you, I have refused any vaccination since I was 18 (I never trusted the system). 
So, in closing, this is starting year two on NANO SOMA and we will see what comes of 
things. 
Richard, I will say it again. You and NANO SOMA saved my life. 
Warm Regards, Charlie Zevitas    February 2021 
 
Richard, 
Rarely, and I speak as someone who has passionately sought out the truth about nutrition 
and diet for over 45 years, do you encounter a novel yet ubiquitous element, properly 
prepared and packaged for the average person: NANO SOMA. 
My experience with this product is so profound that words will only approach my 
experience.  
After using for a couple of days, consuming five sprays about five times per day, I noticed 
that a ten-year-old injury was suddenly gone. This injury to my left thumbnail, separated 
the nail from the bed and was unsightly to me. I noticed it every day. I had tried 
everything to remedy this injury and nothing worked, for ten years. I can only attribute it 
to a stimulation of my endogenous stem cell production. 
My clarity and ability to think through complicated issues as well as my focus were also 
enhanced past what I thought was possible and it lasts all day; no slump. Coffee will not 
achieve these levels of focus or clarity. And after taking it for about 2 months, my clarity 
has improved even more. 
Another issue for me was what appeared as a dark spot on my right leg, small at first 30 or 
40 years ago, it grew from about 1/8th inch in diameter to about 1.5 inches in diameter. 
This spot, whatever the cause, only seemed to grow regardless of what I treated it with. 
Now it is barely visible and almost gone after a month. 
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My friends who’ve used NANO SOMA at my insistence have also found remarkable and 
even unheard-of results as their bodies have suddenly switched on, from diabetes to 
thyroid issues resolving themselves within days. 
My understanding of health and the body tells me the product is actually not a nutrient or 
doing anything. It’s your body. Nano Soma is merely a messenger, like a ringing bell, 
alerting the almost perfect human system to turn on and off when needed. We possess all 
of the necessary ingredients to have remarkable health; however, life, environment and a 
myriad of other items have negatively influenced our systems. NANO SOMA signals the 
system to turn on and that’s amazing. 
Profound thanks to you and Raghu for your dedication and bringing this product to 
market. It’s a gift for all mankind and no wonder a shrine was constructed 5,600 years ago 
to its origin. We’ve forgotten many things in history, even as our bodies have forgotten, 
and now NANO SOMA is our wake-up call to health and vitality. 
Regards, 
David G__    May 2021 
 
Hello Richard, 
I live in a small community and I believe most in this community and even most of my 
friends think of me as a conspiracy theorist and do not believe anything that I believe. 
I wore a mask twice to see my premature granddaughter in the hospital. She was born 
March 21st. She is tiny, 5 pounds 3 oz today and doing fine. Luckily, I have a daughter who 
watched “Shot in the Dark” a vaccine documentary and did not vaccinate her son nor is 
she vaccinating this tiny one. That was my birthday present to me if she would watch it 
and fortunately, she did. It horrified her to see infants doing well and getting the vaccines 
and becoming gurgling and unresponsive babies. 
Most people see me as that lady who will not conform to wearing a mask and is harming 
them. When people wear masks, it makes it quite easy to just pass people by as we 
cannot see who they are anyway. Conversations have disappeared. 
So, for me to tell anyone about NANO SOMA would not be very productive. 
I have lost weight using it and I was 135 and now 120. I am more agile and I am soon to be 
70. I can get up off the floor, now, with ease. People say I am looking younger. 
I have always been in pretty good health and have not been on any medication because I 
think it is all crap and is only harmful. 
So, I will continue to use it as I believe it is helping me stay younger. 
The consciousness we are inside of is a challenge for all of us that are awake to it. But it 
will change, and NANO SOMA will play its part, IMO. 
Cheers Donna     April 2021 
 
Hi Richard, 
I hope you've been well! Just to briefly share, I'm on day 11 of the protocol. I've told you 
in the past the terrible pain and illness I'd get from dysmenorrhea and PMS. I'd be unable 
to get out of bed and nothing could make the pain alleviate. I'd also feel incredibly low – 
something must have been off with my hormones. Anyway, today, I had the first day of 
my period and didn't have a single symptom. That's a paradigm shift for me. I used to 
spend the whole week prior to the event dreading it!! I didn't have to stop my work or 
studies, and I feel great... That has been my most miraculous result from it so far. I am so 
grateful... Thank you, Richard and please send my thanks to Raghu as well.  
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Erin       April 2021 
 
Hi Richard, 
I have allergies every year and every year I have had to take antihistamines from March to 
June. And this year, since March, I only took 3 pills, so far. Last year I had to take every 24 
hours. 
So, there is something going on in my system. And the only thing I take is NANO SOMA.  I 
think it has an impact on my health. 
Suthida     April 2021 
 
Good Day,  
I just wanted to share with you: I learned about NANO SOMA from Jeff Daugherty and I 
ordered a bottle. Then, a few days later I ordered 6 more to give to family members and a 
friend whose son is extremely autistic. My very first day taking NANO SOMA, I noticed 
that I had so much energy like when I was in my early 20's, again. I have now been taking 
it for a month and I cannot be more pleased with this product and I tell everyone that I 
can about it. It is definitely a miracle product. I would love a chance to be an affiliate for 
your product. 
Stephanie    April 2021 
 
Richard, 
This product is amazing. My hair is growing and darker, my vision has changed from 20/30 
to 20/20, I feel better, more energetic, my sleep is excellent. I am on my 2nd bottle. I do 3 
sprays in the morning and 2 in the evening and will keep doing this till my last day on this 
planet. Thank you for introducing me to this product, you are a godsend. Please stay safe. 
Walt Bruyn 
 
Hi Richard,  
It truly is a miracle; I am ready to order 3 more bottles next week. The results are 
amazing. I wish I knew about this 10 years ago. I am 73 and people say I look like I am in 
my late 50s/early 60s. I feel a lot better, more energy, no COVID-19 and I sleep well. 
Again, thank you for recommending this product. Please stay safe. 
Walt Bruyn     January 2021 
 
Good Morning from this side of the world!  
I am absolutely loving this product! I have more energy and focus and have only used it 
for 3 or 4 weeks! The results are noticeable and I can sense my demeanour shifting the 
moment I spray it into my mouth! I have 3 bottles, but will be sure to replenish this when I 
am getting low!  
Be well!  Julie Boehr       March 2021 
 
I have already reordered once and am getting ready to do so again quite soon. NANO 
SOMA is amazing stuff! I had Morgellons for around 3 years, a year and a half before I 
figured out what it was. It broke 2 of my teeth and ravaged my hair. The other day, a 
friend of mine commented that my hair is starting to look more like it used to. My sleep is 
better and I generally have more energy. I notice NANO SOMA becoming less bitter. 
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I also have a growth or tumor on my hand. It's pretty big and people have been bugging 
me to go to the doctor and have it removed. I don't think that's a good idea. I've been 
spraying it with NANO SOMA and it's starting to come apart. Pieces of it are coming off. 
I'd love to have the cream or gel for it but spraying works, too. 
Lorie   January 2021 
 
I sure am feeling so good with NANO SOMA, I can just about do everything but walk; 
thank you, Richard. I'm trying to figure how to get more. It is not a drug but it is my 
lifeline, really.  I don't hurt much anymore; missing having both legs. 
Barry      April 2021 
 
Richard, 
I have been taking NANO SOMA for about three months, now, and have just started my 
Rottweiler on it. My results have been varied but I have noticed a decrease in my asthma 
reactions although I do live with a smoker who smokes in the house. I still react to the 
smoke but have had less general coughing and need for my rescue inhaler for most of my 
asthma symptoms otherwise, which is great! More recently with spring allergy season, I 
have noticed a greatly reduced reaction to my usual allergens, especially the huge 
Magnolia tree just outside our front door! Along with using colloidal silver, I am in the 
process of curing a UTI over the past week, which I attribute to both the NANO SOMA and 
the silver without antibiotics, yeah!! 
My dog has had for over the past year a progressive peripheral neuropathy, with 
weakness occurring in all four legs. She is only 3 years old. She has gone through extensive 
joint and blood testing with no definitive results. My diagnosis is the neuropathy because 
I have seen it in adults as an Occupational Therapist for over 42 years (now retired). I put 
her on the NANO SOMA, 5 squirts once a day for the past 3 weeks and already she is 
walking up on her feet and not her "wrists" and wanting to walk for longer distances. Her 
personality has brightened and she is more herself, playful and joyful! I can't wait to see 
her get better! So, for those out there wondering if animals can use NANO SOMA; Yes, 
they can!! My cat has glaucoma, which has turned for the worse, so I am going to try it 
with him. Just have to figure out how to get it into him (LOL). I will keep you updated on 
all our progress. 
Lynn   April 2021 
 
Hi! Richard,  
I just wanted to give you a brief update as my husband, son and I have just started using 
NANO SOMA.  
I have been in the healing field all my life and people call me for help from all over. Well!! 
No need now!! There is NANO SOMA.  
My husband, son and I use 5 sprays a day and I, 7 sprays, just because I like the number 7 
lol!  
My husband and I are in our early 60’s and I hope we are in pretty good shape. Anyway, 
my husband had some squamous cell on his back that for a year now I’ve been using 
Curaderm cream on it (egg plant cream). Supposed to be work on basal cell and squamous 
cell, but it just never quite could get all of it. I used the NANO SOMA on it and it’s 
absolutely drying up completely and going away. So happy about that!  
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For me, I had a bad haemorrhoid from childbirth that I used so many different methods to 
clear up. Well.... I noticed it’s barely there anymore!! I know that might be too much 
information for some people, but anyone that has them, which are many, will know how 
exciting this can be to have this go.  
We all notice more energy, better sleep, our blood sugars much better balanced as 
cravings for sweets and the energy dumps have dropped off for all 3 of us, maybe a bit of 
weight loss, which is great. Now my son, ADHD, low level anxiety, leans towards seasonal 
affective disorder, he seems just all around balanced better, much calmer, notice end of 
day not so worn out, sleeping better, body not aching from physical work, mood better.  
We are looking forward to continued healing.  
Very impressed so far and it’s only been 2 weeks!  
I feel so blessed that I was led to finding NANO SOMA and I return the blessing by passing 
this on to others for their healing and better health.  

      Thank you!  Julia   April 2021 
 
Dear Richard, 
My mom is 85 years old; she gets terrible bruises from the smallest thing. Well, well, she 
was not even on NANO SOMA for a week when she knocked her hand against a chair and, 
as usual, we were expecting a HUGE nasty bruise. It did not happen!! She got a tiny bruise 
and when I sprayed a little NANO SOMA on it the next day… (she was taking it orally, too), 
it started to go away!!!  
Do you know what kind of miracle this is? It normally takes a bruise on my mom MONTHS 
to disappear. 
I can't wait until the cream comes out, too. 
Also, could NANO SOMA possibly firm the skin? Especially when applied topically? After 
this I have high hopes.  
WOW!! We are wondering what new miracles will happen next. 
THANK YOU 
Carla        April 2021 
 
Dr. Presser, 
I'm not sure where to even begin. I began to feel things breaking down in my body almost 
a year ago - I won't bore anyone with the myriad of details - but I've been keenly aware 
that my biggest issues the last few months have been liver, gall bladder, stomach and 
intestine/colon issues. More than that - I began noticing how sore and stiff I was getting 
out of bed in the mornings in addition to all the liver/gut issues - more than likely a lymph 
system that was pure sludge.... 
For over a year, on a scale of 1 to 10 I have lived with a pain level of 5 to 8... at times going 
from 8 to 10 - finding some relief from my Acupuncturist and my Chiropractor, who does 
more energy work than "cracking bones." But never being 100% pain-free. I couldn't make 
it through the day without a nap from an hour to 2 hours... sometimes needing to sleep all 
day... brain fog - a depression that I was on a downhill slide that I wouldn't be able to 
come back from... 
I first became aware of NANO SOMA a few months ago in relation to COVID-19 - and 
interested in the results - but as I began to read the multitude of testimonials - and what it 
was helping people with - you had another person say "it was literally calling out to me" - 
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and it did... I too have an extreme and highly developed "intuition" - my body talks to me 
all the time...and it seemed to be screaming for this. 
I wasn't prepared to be writing to you so soon - but had to. My product arrived yesterday - 
and having read the protocol - I knew I would "listen to my body" - I also read on the 
protocol about the time that you might go through a healing crisis - having been through 
many of those in my life - I knew I had to be careful - I have THE most important 
appointment in my life coming up that will be requiring a sharp mind and a pain-free body 
as possible - not knowing the exact day of the appointment - but knowing it is soon - I had 
to go by instinct in my dosages to ensure I would not be in the middle of a healing crisis at 
the time I was called for this appointment... 
Knowing all that was wrong with my body - I fully prepared to give NANO SOMA a good 30 
to 60 days to feel any difference. 
Well - I received my product yesterday at 12:30 pm - took my first dose at 12:35 pm - and 
"intuitively" took another dose before bed. I woke up at 1 am thirsty - got a drink and 
upon returning to bed - laid there for a moment and realized - upon going to bed my pain 
level exceeded a 15 - (I was in crisis) but at that moment at 1:00 am - I realized I was 
literally in NO PAIN - none - got out of bed this morning - with NO PAIN... this was 12 1/2 
hours after my first dose! My energy level and mental acuity is off the charts! 
I have NO doubt that the other major issues will begin to resolve themselves sooner than 
later. My Acupuncturist has always told me that she's never had a patient whose body 
knew what it needed, wanted and responded to so clearly and quickly - and I got to 
experience that again - first hand with NANO SOMA... in LESS than 13 hours... 
Thank you seems so inadequate - but thank you... rest assured I will keep you posted on 
my progress... 
Susann Turnbull    April 2021 
 
Hi Richard,  
Unfortunately, I had the first Pfizer COVID-19 injection. within minutes I felt light-headed 
and 24 hours later, I broke out in itchy burning hives which lasted for seven weeks. (until I 
started NANO SOMA) 
The doctors had me on IV antihistamine 60 mg… two other prescribed oral antihistamines 
with no prevail. 
Then a friend suggested NANO SOMA.  
(Drum roll) 48 hours later I woke up and noticed a shift. I was not burning or itching or 
even breaking out in hives.  
I am so elated. 
Silvana      April 2021 
 
Hello Richard, 
I called a lot of friends, and told them about my ankle. They all ordered NANO SOMA. 
Three ordered 12 bottles, the others ordered 5 bottles. 
I originally ordered 5 bottles and then, after my extremely painful ankle became pain free, 
just less than an hour after 5 sprays of NANO SOMA... I ordered 12 bottles more. I don't 
ever want to be without. 
Many blessings, Jane R - in Phoenix, Arizona   February 2021 
 
Richard, 
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Like everyone else, I am always sceptical until proven otherwise. Maybe it’s my Missouri 
roots. The Show Me State! Anyway, I purchased a 3-pack a month ago and received it 
after the biggest blizzard melted since we’ve been in TN. We got a culmination of 10”. It 
delayed delivery about a week. I have been very healthy all of my 61 years. Since we 
moved to Tennessee some 10-11 years ago, I’ve done hundreds and hundreds of hours of 
research on health, anatomy, detoxing bodily organs, states of mind, past lives, emotion, 
etc. Anything that has anything to do with health and why the “powers that were” 
continue to suppress natural remedies. I’ve personally found over 50 natural cures to 
cancer alone! Some of the people that brought this information forth have been shut 
down, arrested or worse!  
I was willing to try NANO SOMA because of the Masters of Vibration group (connected to 
my spiritual work - Richard) and the testimonials. I’ve been doing the 5 sprays under the 
tongue every morning for two weeks, now.  
What I discovered was my right shoulder, which I use at great intensity for work - I’m in 
the lighting business, so my arms are above my head, changing out lamps and ballasts and 
rewiring fixtures daily. We also play pickleball, which is similar to tennis, but on a smaller 
court, and also play golf. These were causing pain in my right shoulder for which I was 
using oils to get temporary relief. After only 10 days using NANO SOMA, my shoulder pain 
is completely healed! Who knew?   
What I found interesting as well was after about a week, the outer back portion of my left 
foot started having slight pains. Almost like a soreness. I believe that any toxins/acids that 
remained went to that area, sort of like how gout travels to the big toe. Well, after a few 
days of that it has now disappeared! 
So, I am very excited to tell family and friends about this Magic Elixir. Thanks Richard.  
I’m also glad you don’t have a storefront so that the oppressors cannot shut you down. 
Rick C. Shultz    March 2021 
 
Yes, Richard, 
About 10 years ago I fell and jammed my thumbnail into the floor to break my fall. The 
nail separated from the nail bed and while not terribly unsightly, always stood out as I 
looked at my fingernail. The nail bed was exposed about 1/4 inch past the normal and 
never seemed to get any better. Within about 3-4 days, the nail bed regrew to its original 
position, now matching the other thumb. I was amazed and began checking other parts of 
my body and, sure enough, other things were happening as well. My skin tags, not that 
many but always there, began to disappear.  
My alertness, while hitting the top end of the scales for a while, is now more pronounced 
and my clarity is off the charts.  
I’m not the normal case as I enjoy amazing health with no meds at the ripe age of 67, soon 
68. I eat about a 95% carnivore diet with very low carb intake. I’ve lost about 45 pounds 
over the past 14 months. Prior, I had a low carb, high fat diet and never thought the 
vegetables were my nemesis; however, they were. I work about 12 hours a day and 
sometimes more and would be considered an outlier for sure.  
I seldom exercise except for my normal routine around the house and around town, 
walking at a brisk pace. I do stretch regularly, morning and night, which I highly 
recommend and for those interested in exercise without risk, get a large rocking chair. It 
moves the lymphatic fluid without too much effort. You can move to a mini-trampoline 
later. 
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Also, I believe it has helped my eyes 👀 and now I can read like I have never been able to 
before. I remember taking the Evelyn Woods speed reading course in 1967. Until I took 
the NANO SOMA, I have been unable to master speed reading as taught. Today I was able 
to read entire paragraphs as is intended. 
The experience was surreal. 
Thanks to you for your courage to come to Jeff’s show and Dr. Raghu, especially, and all 
the team. 
Regards, David    March 2021 
 
I can’t remember the last time I felt this good. 
My stress level is way down, I’m thinking more clearly, I’m not hungry and I only eat 
lightly once a day and have lost inches of belly fat. Even my back pain is going away.  
My energy is increasing, no more problem with my bowel. I was passing blood if I didn’t 
eat straight vegetarian.  
And to let you know, I’m feeling stronger every day. My skin problems are also clearing 
up. 
Thanks, Kerry    March 2021 
 
Hi Richard, 
Your support is very much appreciated.  
I was introduced to Nano Soma through William Ekpa. After taking Nano Soma for 1 2/3 
months now, my sinus condition has improved and my wheezing while sleeping and 
walking as well as shortness of breath has almost disappeared. 
I’ll keep you posted. 
Best regards, Monika Conte      March 2021 
 
Absolutely thrilled. My results are mind blowing and I am only heading into week 3 of use. 
I purchased an entire year’s worth of product. I understand not only the science but the 
spirituality behind it all. This is a blessing from another dimension. I can’t wait to share. 
Otherwise, speechless. 
Update - I continue to be impressed with my healing response following the dosing 
protocol provided and in another 5 days will have a month’s use in my body. Feels like it’s 
been much longer and almost can’t remember what I felt like without this magic. 
Gratefully, Kate.    April 2021 
 
I have been controlling my blood pressure with plasma water from GANS, but then I 
started getting shortness of breath and chest pains, which bothered me, but not enough 
to go and see a doctor. After the first bottle of NANO SOMA, it went away.  
Norma also has some issues that we hope she will have good results with. 
Thank You, Norma & Bobby    March 2021 
 
Dear Richard,  
Here is an example of how fast NANO SOMA can heal a wound. My husband  
fell on a very abrasive surface and tore his forehead open. We put  
butterfly bandages on it. The next day he went to the Emergency Room and  
they remarked that it looked pretty good, considering the circumstances,  
cleaned it up, took a photo (which I do not have, but my husband saw it  
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and it looked BAD)!  
Well, I gave him a bottle of NANO SOMA and this was the result one week  
later.  
 

 
 
He also had an abrasion on his nose that has healed completely in that time. He was 
perplexed and totally amazed.  
He is now a major fan, after dissing it for quite a while.  
BIG thanks to you, Richard and Raghu. 
Nancy & Dom G      March 2021 
 
Dear Richard: 
I have not been using the product for long. I'll just tell you small surprises. 
My arthritis pain on my third finger right hand is not painful any more, just a bit stiff. 
My stuffed-up sinuses have improved and the pain across my forehead is gone.  
Also, on Sunday I stepped right out of the bath instead of having to haul myself out by 
using a bar attached to the bath.  
Pretty good eh! I am now taking 3 sprays in the morning and 2 in the evening. 
This is the best I can do for now. 
Blessings Kathleen   February 2021 
 
Dear Richard, 
My husband was cleaning the soffits of our house with a bleach formula. While on a 
ladder and looking up with his hat and goggles on, a drop found its way into his eye. 
Needless to say, it was very painful. After rinsing his eye for at least 15 minutes, I had him 
spray some NANO SOMA into his eye. It burned like crazy! He continued spraying NANO 
SOMA under his tongue for 3 days. By day 5, the redness and pain went away and his 
vision was back. He is now a believer! 
Thanks much, Richard and Raghu also for producing such a wonderful product. 
Love to you both, 
Nancy G.   January 2021 
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Dear Richard, 
I have been using NANO SOMA since last Fall on my ears and eyes. I had pain in my ears 
and it’s now gone, though I still have hearing loss but it is better. My eyes had lots of 
itching and redness. Both the itching and redness are gone. 
Thank you, Richard, for NANO SOMA. 
 In love and light, Alvin          February 2021 
 
Dear Richard, 
This is my second order for NANO SOMA. I have been noticing that my eyesight has 
changed for the better. I still need reading glasses, but I no longer need glasses to watch 
TV anymore.  
I just wanted to let you know that NANO SOMA really works. 
Best Regards, Dora Chu        February 2021 
 
Hi Richard, 
I have just completed the start-up regime and will continue to monitor progress. I have to 
say that most of my joints have improved. The worst ones are my knees and I’m still 
struggling with them... energy levels are greatly improved. On another level, I feel more 
"present".  
I had a bone density scan a month ago and the results were better than the one I had in 
2008!!! I can only attribute this to NANO SOMA.  Considering rheumatoid arthritis has 
been with me for over 40 years, think I am doing well. Not sure how long I have been 
taking it. Your records will tell. I would like to know as well (December 2019). I’ve been 
enjoying your info on the Planet situation and keeping a close eye on that constantly. 
Kindest Regards 
Carol James      February 2021 
 
Dearest Richard,  
I feel so good. In fact, I got off of one of my blood pressure pills which was twice a day. 
I've noticed my hair seems to be reversing, also, which is wonderful coz I've used 
colouring for over 30 yrs.  
I have more energy, the palpitations are pretty much gone, except now and then. And I 
am getting younger!  
Thank you so much Richard for introducing me to NANO SOMA!!!  
Love, Light & Many Blessings  
Deb    July 2020 
 
Hello Richard! 
Thank you for your email with the new testimonials. It reminded me that I should be sore 
today, because I went cross-country skiing two days ago and I just realized I'm not even 
sore! I'm thinking the NANO SOMA may have something to do with it! What a pleasant 
surprise! I expected to be quite sore because this is a new activity for this 65-year-young 
body and I skied probably two or three miles. I couldn't be happier to have accomplished 
this type of recovery when I was certain I had overdone it.  
Best Regards, 
Debbie     January 2021 
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Dear Richard, 
 I love the product. It has connected with me in an unusual way. From the beginning I felt 
a calling to take it, and I mean it. I felt "It" was asking me to use it. This type of connection 
has never happened before with any other product I have used. It is as if it is 
communicating with me at my cellular level. I feel it is protecting me from the virus 
(COVID-19). My question is on pricing and the reason I am looking into the price is 
because I see myself using it for a long time so the price makes a difference. Right now, I 
am ordering the 3-bottle bundle. 
Maria    January 2021 
With time, we expect the pricing to come down, although probably not in the next 12 
months 
  
6 months with NANO SOMA: 
My PSA dropped from 2+ to near zero 
Blood pressure 128 over 78  
Triglycerides were all the way up to 300, now 160 
Cholesterol 260 no issue; low is no good 
Oh… lost 10lbs as well 
Charlie   August 9, 2020 
 
Later update: 
FYI, 6 months with NANO SOMA, I have shed 15 lbs of body fat, down to my 30s weight 
Back, knees, all good 
Thank you. Charlie 
 
Hello my friend! 
FYI, I have now taken NANO SOMA for 8 months 
Now, I have shed 17 lbs of body fat 
And have more staying power than younger folks. 
My back and knees, which I explained to you before, have healed. 
Is this the results of long-term use? 
Thank you for all of your help. 
You are one heaven of a guy! 
Much love, 
Charlie     September 25, 2020 
 
Richard, I have used my NANO SOMA for three days. I have battled inflammation for over 
20 years. I was hurting so much, I double dosed it for the three days and then back down 
to one dose per day after today. Today I have had more energy than I can remember, and 
I actually vacuumed my living room. Something I have not been able to do in more than 7-
10 years. 
Sincerely 
maria-janet 
In luv -  m-j 
Continental Superior Court Judge 
Restoring Our precious Freedoms  December 2020 
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Hello Richard,  
I am writing to share my experience with NANO SOMA.  I started using it about 3 bottles 
or 3 months ago. Now, all my life I have had food allergies and was always looking for 
relief without the medicines for asthma and allergies.  When COVID-19 started about a 
year ago, I knew things like garlic and onions would be worth their weight in gold for 
prevention. I always wanted to use them but I was allergic to them, along with wheat and 
corn.  During this holiday season I found myself going into wheat and corn fun foods, then 
I tried garlic and onions and no negative effects have been observed.   
I was just curious about other people’s experiences with NANO SOMA and have they ever 
experienced this positive effect. Of course, I feel my body is stronger when I exercise and 
breathe, so I can vouch for that but I was wondering about the diminished allergies 
towards foods and environment after only 3 months of using NANO SOMA.  I really 
appreciated the lower price of the product when a store was set up in the United States.  I 
can definitely feel an overall positive effect to my entire system and I was wondering if 
others are feeling the same things.    
Thanks, Richard, for the good service and excellent product. 
Gregory    January 2021 
Gregory’s experience is exactly what has been experienced by others. When using NANO 
SOMA, the body corrects the causes of allergic reactions. It appears to trigger a reset of our 
bodies back to their original blueprint. 
 
Thank you so MUCH Richard for the info on spraying your body and face. You are so 
right!!!  
I don't know why I didn't think of that. I've also been doing the same on skin tags I  
developed due to the medication. Guess what, they are disappearing!!! OMG. And I've 
also used it on my forehead where I have kind of like a pimple but they've been there for 
years. They are disappearing, also. And I've been doing this for almost a week. WOW!!!  
Thank you, again. Take good care and a Very Happy Holiday to YOU and your family  
and friends.  
Love, Light & Many Blessings  
Deb December 2020 

 
I started with 5 sprays once a day for the first 2 days. I subsequently increased it to twice 
daily the last 4 days. 
I have noticed a drastic reduction of phlegm in my throat and I feel like it (the phlegm) will 
be gone by the time I'm through with 3 bottles (we'll see). 
Also, my eyesight has improved a lot. I can now read small print without needing to put 
on my reading glasses. Amazing! 
Thank you for bringing this to the rest of the world. I shall keep you posted on the 
improvements on my body as the days go by. Thanks, once again. 
Regards, William E.    February 2021 
 
Dottie has had chest problems since she was a child, tightness in the chest which 
restricted her breathing and a chronic cough (which was diagnosed as COPD about 10 
years ago).  After 3 weeks using Nano Soma spray, the tightness in her chest has been 
dramatically reduced and her cough is less frequent.  She also experiences arrhythmias 
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and has leukemia (which she manages with supplements) and is looking forward to relief 
from those challenges as well. 
We are both avid health enthusiasts and follow anti-aging strategies.  We are very 
interested in seeing results re: our telomere length.  I am 74 and Dottie is 72. 
On 8/27/20 I had a tooth pulled because it had had a root canal procedure about 20 years 
ago which became infected.  The infected cavitation was cleaned out, sterilized and sewn 
up plus an implant post was inserted.  So, each day when I sprayed the Nano Soma 
sublingually, I directed one of the sprays right on that area. 
I had a follow-up visit with my dentist 6 days later and as soon as he and his assistant 
looked in my mouth, they both exclaimed, “Wow! It looks like you had the surgery 3-4 
weeks ago!  It looks great! Thank you, Nano Soma!!! 
Keep up the good work!!! 
Blessings and appreciation to you and Raghu. 
Paul   September 21, 2020 
 
I’m in my third week, or is it fourth, of my first bottle. I have three new bottles to go (until 
I purchase again). The cancer on my face is almost all miraculously imperceptible. My 
mental clarity is improving and I feel healthier overall. None of this surprises me. I will be 
surprised if I don’t feel even better in a few more weeks. I feel I “salt” or “seed” my being 
through the sprays in my mouth. I don’t know where I most need it, nor what it is most 
helping just yet. The great thing is that It knows and I believe in It (Him if you will). So, I 
expect to be in touch. Thanks for keeping in touch. 
Blessings, Larry March 2021 
 
I've been through a lot of stuff in my life. I’m a Retired Navy Amputee and it's just that I 
am starting to get a little more done. I can lift both arms above my head (I have not been 
able to raise my arms for about 20 years or so) and I feel more alert. It does help with 
what amputees call phantom pain; body functions are getting better. Overall, I feel like I 
am more energetic.  
Works like crazy. Sold me, buddy.  
Thank you very much... Barry  April 2021 
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Hi Richard; 
Thank you so much for the advice to get NANO SOMA. 
Both my husband and I have been taking it for several weeks, now.  With his Chemo and 
Radiation, he has skin itching and he has occasional Oesophageal pain. A spray of the 
NANO SOMA takes the pain away from his Oesophagus and spraying on his skin and 
gently rubbing it in stops the itching! In addition, he takes two doses a day - one at 
breakfast and another at dinner time. I think it is working to expedite the removal of his 
cancer.  As time goes on, we shall know more. 
One last comment; I feel like I have a connection with the Metadichol (NANO SOMA).  It 
seems to know where I would like it to work and it goes right there. It feels like we are a 
team working together! It's organic and knowing! 
Lynne Pedersen 
Oriental, NC   May 2020 
 
My husband has now completed 6 weeks of Chemo and Radiation and has approximately 
two months to recover before surgery.  The doctors could not believe how well he had 
done.  He had no sore esophagus, no difficulty eating, very little nausea (mostly controlled 
with NANO SOMA and Green Tea). His itching from the radiation was easily controlled 
with the spray.  He takes it 3x a day and I believe it is making a huge difference. Now I 
think NANO SOMA can really jump into gear and help with his recovery. I just hope that it 
will become available before the last of our supply is gone.   

Female patient 51 infected with Brucellosis on her farm  

Symptoms Fever every day for a few hours to 103  at night and normal in mor ning  

treated with Metadichol @ 20 mg per day. Today all parameters returned to normal 

Brucellosis is an infectious disease caused by bacteria.  

People can get the disease when they are in contact with 

infected animals or animal products contaminated with 

the bacteria. Depending on the timing of treatment and 

severity of illness, recovery may take a few weeks to 

several months. 

Elevated liver enzymes normalized 

Sept 24th 2020
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Thank you for all you do!  I am continually amazed at all you do! 
Many Blessings,  
Lynne Pedersen 
Oriental, NC    June 2020 
 
Dear Richard,  
Thank you so much for your store and the alternative ways you offer for healing!  
I am on my 5th bottle of NANO SOMA.  
I had a recurrence of my Rheumatoid arthritis in February. (I had originally been healed of it 
years ago by taking minocycline for over a year.)  
This time I wasn’t getting better on the minocycline after three months and so I added the 
NANO SOMA. I finally started to recover last month and plan to continue the NANO SOMA 
going forward.  
Thank you.  
Sincerely, Sue   September 17, 2020 
 
Hi Richard, happy to share with you what I've noticed since starting the Nano Soma at the 
end of February, '20.  So, it's 6 weeks now that I've been on 5 squirts a day.  I have 
watched as it's systematically gone through my body addressing all the old issues I have 
acquired in 70+ years!  It started with the kidneys (slight pain came up), the stomach (odd 
pains), all the different bones I've broken (and it's many) - the Nano Soma would go there 
and I would feel healing energies starting.  Currently it's addressing the broken ribs I've 
had, on both sides of the body and I can feel things changing there as well.  It's been 
addressing my lung issues (bronchitis, pneumonia, pleurisy etc), with a bit of a cough 
happening, my eyes (short sighted since 10) and I can feel them changing as well.  The 
main thing is my skin.  I've had skin conditions all life, including eczema, psoriasis, 
seborrhoea etc.  At one point in my 40's I looked like the elephant man for months on end 
as my skin erupted so badly with something that was accidentally put on my scalp. I do 
notice the sun spots on my face changing a bit and it would be awesome if they reduced in 
size and colour (damage done when I was 11y.o.).   I would say minor inflammation in the 
toes is better as well.   So, I'm happy to keep on watching and noticing how things are 
changing.  I've been able to reduce the other natural products I've been using as well.  I 
am not on any medication at all and intend to keep it that way. 
Blessings, Barb 
 
In my annual physical including EKG and echocardiogram, everything was within normal 
limits. I am 91 years old and I doubt that happens by itself. I credit NANO SOMA!!! 
 
Hi Richard, 
I wanted to report back and say that the NANO SOMA I ordered from Australia has been 
great! I am in London (though from the US), where we are still fairly out and about in the 
streets during this pandemic (my classes are still on!). The other day, I caught a sore 
throat and fever. Of course, I can't say what it was. It likely wasn't COVID-19, but it did 
feel like the onset of something larger than a cold (tonsillitis, flu, something of this 
nature). The spray worked wonderfully – it was the quickest I've ever gotten over 
anything. No groggy recovery period, either. My energy feels even better than before I 
had gotten sick. 
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Just thought I'd share. 
Best, 
Erin Lanza. March 2020 
 
Hello Richard, 
My friend, Jackie, in Scottsdale, AZ., ordered 24 bottles, it arrived; she is very happy with 
the product. Jackie is slowly losing her eyesight, (along with a lot of other problems).   She 
couldn't see well enough to place her order, so her daughter in Michigan made the 
purchase for her. 
Jackie's circulation is very poor, her feet are always very cold. (age 80) Guess what? In just 
3 days, her feet are as warm as toast! 
 My friend Patricia said you helped her place her order of 3, thank you. I personally bought 
5 originally; I quickly ordered 12 when my ankle became pain free, in just a few minutes 
after the hour! I had to have more! 
My friend Sharon (living just north of San Francisco) ordered 12, as soon as she got my 
phone call. She could hardly raise her arm, due to an auto crash in "December".   Now, 
besides being pain free, she has full use of her arm. Great, isn't it?  We both placed our 
orders for 12, the same day; I think it was February 12th. 
I recommended Sonia in Sedona... thank you for helping her. 
I express mailed a bottle to my brother in Baltimore, 2 weeks ago.  (not there yet-just 
snow) I intend to send him 3 bottles if he likes the bottle I sent to him from my home 
in Phoenix. I'll probably do that tomorrow. Of course, he will like it! 
That is all for now. Tomorrow, I will call my Vegas friends.  Thank you, Richard, for helping 
them. 
Sent to you with love and many blessings. 
JANE 
Jane R Lightner      February 2021 
 
Hello Richard, 
I really enjoy and appreciate the NANO SOMA.   
I feel that it has made a difference in my body and I also believe the best is yet to come. 
Thank you, Nadine        February 2021 
 
Hello Richard,  
I would like to let you know that I think that the Nano Soma is a life saver for me. I am 
well past my mid 60’s and still work 12-hour days, 14 days in a row.  
The amazing part is it’s not a problem for me at all and I experience very little fatigue. I 
manage far better than the younger ones doing this very demanding physical work. 
My skin is another area that I am happy to say is looking far improved.  
I am half way through my second bottle and just love it.  
So... thanks so much for bringing us the Nano Soma Richard.  
Blessings to you  
From CC     June, 2020 
 
Thank you, Richard, for turning me onto this. I've been using it and it completely cleared 
my pneumonia this winter, which I believe was the COVID-19 before anyone heard about 
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it. I actually had a lingering sore in my nose all winter and I sprayed this on it and it healed 
up right away. I can't say enough about Nano Soma... 
Blessings to you and your work 
Laurie D. Wheeler 
 
Hi Richard 
I ordered the NANO SOMA before Christmas, received it and began using it to heal my 
diabetes. I have been able to cut back on my insulin doses and my blood sugar has been 
registering in the normal range for the last two weeks. I am very pleased with these 
results and am quite hopeful as a result. 
Blessings  
Susan 
 
Later: 
Good morning Richard 
I have been consistently using the NANO SOMA spray. My blood sugar is definitely under 
better control. I still use my medicine but have been able to lower my insulin dose and my 
blood pressure is lower as well.  I rubbed my arm the other day and my skin actually felt 
smoother and tauter. I look forward to greater improvement and trust my Drs will be 
pleased as well. I appreciate greatly your help. I now have my mother on it as well.  
Thank you and Blessings. 
Susan 
 
Morning Richard: 
I am also sharing with you that I KNOW it is the Nano Soma that is assisting me right now 
because I was slammed yesterday with an a.i. virus that wants to stop me.  Last year I had 
quite a dance with these viruses that really knocked me around…. But I know that with 
the Nano Soma…I have so much more recovery immediately in place from the get go.  
I have tested this up in a number of ways to know this is Truth. 
Heart blessings 
Libby 
 
Good morning, Richard -- 
I'm Colleen Steele; I sat on the sofa in the midst of the Bio-geometry(?) folks last night 
during your presentation. 
I am writing to express my gratitude for you and your presentation and the products you 
represent. 
I came into the presentation last night with my sacroiliac joint in an uproar -- a condition 
of 7 years -- as I held the lumbar belt, the pain went away! 
I had also ordered NANO SOMA.  I've used it since its arrival Thursday of last week.  Every 
day I have asked my body if it wants/needs any of the supplements I had been taking (via 
kinesiology).  The answer with just a couple of exceptions, has been NO.  
I suspect it is ALL and MORE than what it is known to be! 
I cannot thank you, Bettye and the Universe enough for being a representative of such 
great products and coming into my life.  I look forward to following you and including your 
recommendations in my healing journey. 
How does it get any better than this? 
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A few days later: During those 7 seven days, I've also taken NANO SOMA; I've continued 
to ask my body (using Kinesiology) what supplements it wants from my storehouse of 
many.  With only a couple of exceptions, the body has declined most of the supplements 
on a regular basis. I believe it is this, the NANO SOMA, that is firming my skin from head 
to toe -- and I assume many other wonderful things are going on -- but the skin is the 
visible reflection of health! 
Gratefully yours, 
Colleen 
 
Last year was the most stressful year I have suffered in my life with my health. 
I’m otherwise a healthy woman in my 60’s with no prior health issues other than the 
occasional cold. In July 2019, I began having symptoms of acid reflux, sinusitis, nausea, 
severe abdominal & lower back pain, urination frequency, rapid weight loss and extreme 
tiredness with no energy to walk or sit. After being prescribed antibiotics at urgent care 
for the sinus problem, the other symptoms still persisted. 
In August 2019, I was admitted to the ER for 10 days and diagnosed with a rare 
autoimmune vasculitis called Granulomatosis with polyangiitis with kidney involvement. 
The disease caused swelling and irritation of blood vessels in the kidneys, nose, sinuses, 
throat and lungs. Chest x-rays and lab tests also revealed multiple nodules in the lungs. 
The standard treatment is 2-10 years of infusions, which began in the hospital with 
antibiotics, high doses of IV steroids, and the IV chemo infusion of Rituxan. I continued 
this treatment as an outpatient for the following month. 
During my time in the hospital, I was using 25 sprays of NANO SOMA, 3-5 times/day under 
my tongue, on my discoloured tongue, and into my nostrils. After being released from the 
hospital, I continued this secret weapon - NANO SOMA, every day. My original tongue 
colour came back and I gained so much energy, which I desperately needed! 
Within one month I had made a full recovery. My doctors consider my case to be “atypical 
dramatic improvement.” In January 2020, I was officially in remission after the chest x-
rays showed complete resolution.  
After my first dose, I noticed a vast difference in my mental and physical energy, which 
started to build up! This product proved effective in strengthening my immune system 
against the adverse side effects of steroids and infusions. 
I am happy that my health has done a turnaround with this amazing product. I am still 
using NANO SOMA consistently, 10-15 sprays 3-4 times daily, without fail. 
I’m definitely a believer in this great product. And the wonder is that NANO SOMA starts 
to work on your body almost immediately! 
With proper nutrition and NANO SOMA, I regained my healthy weight, feel energetic and 
active and able to practise my daily routine activities. 
From my own personal experience, I consider NANO SOMA to be an irreplaceable 
ingredient in my everyday life because it has exhibited positive effects in building my 
immune system and has given me a whole new life and able to stay healthy all year 
round! 
I am grateful to the inventor who has brought this wonderful, effective, natural product 
NANO SOMA to enable us to experience positive health outcomes and successful results. I 
will continue to use the spray every day to live a healthy, worry-free life! 
Hooray to NANO SOMA! 
March 2020 
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Using twice/day for correction of distortions after a retina tear and detachment repair in 
my right eye, and left eye for fatigue. Vision in both eyes has improved. Slowly the 
distortions in the right eye are decreasing. 
I’m still not able to drive or read with the right eye; however, I’m closer to that ability 
than in the last 2 years after 2 months of use. 
Thanks for the information. 
Bill 
 
I’m using NANO SOMA in my ears for ringing. I’ve used it for 4 days, lying on my side for 
15 minutes and in 4 days the ringing has stopped. 
 
Dear Richard 
I started taking the Nano Soma spray at the end of December. I had a bone graft in my jaw 
on 6th January. My dental surgeon examined it after three days and thought it seemed 
more like a week’s healing had taken place. There was a little bruising but not a lot. I'm 
sure Nano Soma helped. 
I have just been for a diabetic review and my blood results were all in the normal range 
for sugar, blood pressure and all the other things they test for. I had not taken diabetes 
medication for 6 weeks so I credit Nano Soma for the results. 
My daughter is taking Nano Soma and my son also.   
Kind regards 
Pam MacLennan 
 
This company is so much what we need right now. This spray is in every car and every 
bedroom, because we cannot stand being without it. We use it to keep our immune 
systems healthy while this crazy pandemic is happening, and I spray it up my nose when I 
feel allergy/sinus irritation and on wounds. My son had a gash on his head and after we 
irrigated it, I sprayed this on it first, and then added the antibiotic ointment. It is crazy 
easy to use, tastes fairly benign and is super-duper safe. Even with my son's autoimmune 
condition. In fact, when he had his first flare up, he wanted to use the spray constantly. 
Some immune herbs stimulate autoimmune conditions in a bad way, but not this one. I 
am a user for life 
Andrea   May 2020 
 
Hi Richard,  
Appreciating the rapid & remarkable recoveries. 
As a rule, the dosage remains at one a day unless under the weather - in which case it 
goes to 5 individual sprays over the day.  
This seems to be across the board except for people who are particularly compromised - 
where they begin at two sprays a day, moving to 5 if in an acute illness. 
Definitely doing a lot better with my autoimmune as well as acute infection.  
The lift in mood as the body exists in less struggle is a state I never thought I'd ever enter 
again. 
It is most helpful toward keeping my spiritual focus, which of course is essential right 
now.   
Leah 
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My husband had rashes, eczema on his back for years, especially itchy in the winter. I 
heard about this product from a trusted friend and bought it for him for Christmas. He 
was not very willing to use it for a while. After reading the reviews and searching 
information online, he started to use it once a day. IT GOT BETTER! He is no longer feeling 
so itchy. There is one dark spot about 1-inch diameter, which is getting lighter in front of 
my very eyes. Pink skin grows back from underneath the dark circle. Seeing this change, it 
brings me joy, hope and gratitude. I would recommend this product to anyone. 
Helen 
 
I developed a rash on my elbows and was given a prescription by my doctor to hopefully 
clear it up. I diligently applied the prescribed cream for a week and it had no effect 
whatsoever. I decided to try some of the NANO SOMA that I had on hand and I started 
seeing results after the first day of applying it. My rash that I had suffered with for almost 
a month now, was gone within a week of applying it. This product works for so many 
different skin problems, I will make sure my house is always stocked with some NANO 
SOMA. 
Rachel 
 
Amazing product, used it on cold sores and worked on removing a small mouth ulcer that 
the doctors said could only be removed by surgery. Absolutely love this product. 
Jacquelyn 
 
Hi Richard,  
I have found after 3 months my right shoulder rotator cuff pain and  
inflammation has gone! At 53 yrs. of age, that's very welcome, as it's been  
painful for 10 yrs.  
I have had significant health issues, mostly cleared 2-3 years ago,  
before NANO SOMA. I was bitten by ticks, 90 bites (well actually "bed  
bugs" a close relative) in Africa and subsequently had Lyme’s disease  
for 5 years, which went undiagnosed until 2015. I had largely  
recovered strength and energy levels.  
However, very slow to come right, but significantly improved with  
NANO SOMA these last few months, are the joint pain and stiffness.  
The shoulder and lower back and sacrum. Lower back is improving each  
week. Just 6 months ago, I was not really able to work physically with  
anything heavier than a few kilos, and not able to work in a stooping,  
leaning forward position for more than an hour or two a day. This  
mobility and strength has returned now to about 90%. Fantastically  
fast with just 5 sprays under the tongue, in the morning before  
breakfast.  
Also attributed to NANO SOMA, significant gut issues of inflammation  
triggered by a severe bout of Gastroenteritis from the same trip to  
Africa. I went there for work (1999-2013) so many times with no  
problems - Africa is a great place for many reasons, I might add. I  
have, over the last 10 years, not been able to drink a glass of wine or  
eat anything sweet without pain and discomfort. I tried diets like  
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gluten free for 3 years - did not affect it. Chronic gut inflammation!  
Now it has gone altogether!  
I went skiing in September, where for 7 years I had not the strength  
to pack the car to go skiing. I was skiing the hardest runs more times  
a day than I have ever, even when I was in my 20's. Though I can't  
attribute this to the NANO SOMA as I went skiing in January up in the  
Northern Hemisphere and had the same very high energy levels, this was  
before I got the NANO SOMA.  
Thank you very much to Richard for bringing this product to the market  
and promoting it so well!  
Best regards,  
Gairn McLennan   November 2020 
 
Thank you for NANO SOMA; it is doing wonders for me now and my step daughter and 
beautiful Life partner. Same results: weight loss, appetite reduction and more stamina. 
For myself after 10 months, it goes far beyond that. 
Thank you for you’re the healing of my knees and back. I just completed a major 
undertaking which would not have been possible without your help. 
I moved mountains in 90 days. (another story not yet to discuss) 
As the Greeks say - Agape mou 
Charlie    November 2020  
 

 
 
There are also some 60 pages of separately gathered testimonials at this link. 
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